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MPS Still in Need of Significant Reform 
Status quo is failing parents 

 
October 12, 2016 – Milwaukee, WI - Today, Superintendent Driver of Milwaukee Public 

Schools (MPS) sent a press release proclaiming “encouraging news.”  It will no longer be 

labelled a “lowest performing” school district by the state of Wisconsin, according to a letter 

from Superintendent Tony Evers that referenced the new, unreleased state report cards.  The 

immediate effect is that MPS is not eligible for takeover under the state turnaround plan, 

Opportunity Schools and Partnership Program (OSPP) – though the OSPP has been showing 

little, if any, signs of life. 

 

The MPS release implies that the district’s performance has improved.  But we do not know that. 

The new report cards have not been released and it is just as likely that MPS’ “non-failing” grade 

is the product of lowering than the bar rather than obtaining new heights.   

 

Consider the following.  In the 2014-15 school year, the MPS graduation rate was 58%.  

Roughly half of all students tested in the lowest category for English Language Arts (47%) and 

Math (53.2%).  According to the most recent data, 53% of MPS’ students are habitually truant, 

i.e. absent without an excuse for five or more school days (state average is 9.9%).  Perhaps these 

numbers will have changed dramatically when next year’s data is released.  Perhaps they will not 

have.  Today’s announcement doesn’t tell us.   

 

The new report cards will be available to the public in November and we look forward to 

reviewing the data.  Are students at MPS really showing progress – or is it simply a case of a 

new report card calculation?  Has the goal post been moved?  Has failure been redefined? 

Neither we nor MPS knows.  But we, unlike Superintendent Driver, are not willing to pretend 

that we do.   

  
Even if the state may no longer call MPS a failing school district, parents and children in 

Milwaukee deserve better than the broken status quo.  
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